NO ONE ELSE CAN MAKE THIS STATEMENT

No one in business today is immune to the growing ransomware
epidemic, now a trillion dollar global problem, affecting 42%
of small and mid-sized businesses just in the last 12 months.
A business is attacked with ransomware every 40 seconds.
NO BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY IS EXEMPT
The recent and infamous Wannacry attack hit hospitals,
companies, universities and governments across over 150
countries, and affected over 200,000 victims. Small and
medium size companies without access to a sophisticated
cybersecurity infrastructure are often suffer the most.
While the initial impact may be considerable, the longterm effects of an attack are even more costly - not just
financially, but in downtime, data loss, brand and reputation
damage and even the safety of an organization.
INTRODUCING BLOCK RANSOMWARE™
The solution is Block Ransomware antiencryption system. It is the only internet

security solution which can prevent the locking or encryption
of your valuable computer data, by holding it ransom.
Block Ransomware is a patent-pending, proprietary
system of hardware and software that goes a step beyond
those conventional programs that depend on identifying and
then addressing known problems. Block Ransomware can
prevent even unknown problems.
Every Block Ransomware Certified Partner has been
vetted, trained and tested to install, maintain and support this
unique solution on your servers. Whether your business is
Legal, Accounting, Healthcare, IT or Financial Services, Real
Estate or other information-sensitive entity, you’re covered.
OUR CLIENTS CAN REST ASSURED
With Block Ransomware, valuable data will be safe and
completely protected from criminals and hackers. For more
details, or for a Certified Partner near you, please contact us
any time, or visit us at:
www.blockransomware.com.

STOP HACKERS FROM ENCRYPTING YOUR DATA
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